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Dynamic Role Assignment for Cooperative Robots
Abstract

This paper proposes a new methodology for coordinating multi-robot teams in the execution of cooperative
tasks. It is based on a dynamic role assignment mechanism, in which the robots assume and exchange roles
during cooperation. We model the role assignment under a hybrid systems framework, using a hybrid
automaton to represent roles, transitions and controllers. Using a multi-robot simulator, the methodology is
demonstrated in a cooperative transportation task, in which a group of robots must find and cooperatively
transport several objects scattered in the environment.
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Abstract

ership in a cooperative manipulation task, adapting
their coordination patterns in the presence of uiiexpected events.
Generically, the role assigiimeiit presented in this
paper can lie viewed as a task allocation problem.
Several researchers have studied this problem, both
for multi-agent systems (AIAS) [lo] and distributed
robots. In the cooperative robotics field, an interesting approach is Alliance [9], a behavior-based software architecture for heterogeneous multi-robot cooperation. It has a fault tolerance mechanism that a1lows the robots to detect failures in their teammates
and adapt their behaviors to complete the task. Aiiother behavior based approach is presented in [13],
in which robots broadcast messages with their eligibility in order to coordinate their actions in a multitarget observation task. Although some approaches
propose coordination methods without the use of explicit comiiiuiiicatioii (for example [7]), the development of cheaper and more reliable communication
mechanisms has motivated the use of explicit communication in multi-robot task allocation, mainly for
tightly coupled tasks. In [ 5 ] , for example, there is a
description of a dynamic task allocation method based
on publish/subscribe messaging.
The term dynamic role assignment is used in [ll]
and [3], where role assignment and formation sn-itching are used in a inulti-robot soccer domain. The definitions of roles and dynamic role assignment presented
here are somewhat related but a more formal approach
is used to describe them. We model roles and the role
assignment mechanism respectively as discrete modes
and mode switching in a hybrid automata. The parallel composition of these automata defines the cooperative task execution. Using this hybrid systems
framework, it is possible to better describe the behavior of each robot, specifying the continuous controllers
and information flow during the task execution.
Our role assignment inecliaiiism is demonstrated
in simulations of a cooperative transportation task.
in which a group of robots must find and cooperatively transport several objects scattered in tlie environment. It is a coinhination of a loosely coupled

This paper proposes a new methodology f o r coordinating m,ulti-robot teams in the execution of cooperative tasks. I t is based on a dynamic role assignmen,t mech.anism, in which the robots assume and exchange roles durin.g cooperation. W e model the role
assignment under a hybrid systems framework, using a hybrid automaton to represent roles, transitions
and controllers. Using a multi-robot simdator, the
m.ethodology is demonstrated in a cooperative transportation task, in which a group of robots must find
and cooperatively transport several objects scattered in
the environment.
I

1

Introduction

The coordination of multiple robots in tlie execution
of cooperative tasks is one of the fundamental aspects
of cooperative architectures. Basically, the actions
performed by each team member during each phase of
the cooperation must be specified considering several
aspects such as robot properties, task requirements,
and characteristics of the environment. In addition to
organizing the robots in a purposeful manner, the coordination mecliaiiisiii should provide flexibility and
adaptability, allowing the robots to complete the cooperative task more efficiently and robustly. Strict
coordination is even more important in the execution
of tightly coupled tasks, where each robot depends on
tlie action of its teammates and tlie task cannot be
completed by a single robot working independently.
This paper presents a methodology for coordinating
multiple robots in the execution of cooperative tasks.
Each robot in the team performs a role that determines its actions during tlie cooperation. Dynamically assuming and exchanging roles, the robots are
able to perform the task more efficiently, adapting to
unexpected events in tlie environment and improving
their individual performance in benefit of the team.
This paper extends the work presented in [4] where
dynamic role assignment was used for the coordination of real robots in the execution of a tightly coupled
task. In that work, the robots could exchange lead-
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a finite automaton augmented with a finite number
of real-valued variables t h a t change continuously, as
specified by differential equations and inequalities [l].
It is used to describe hybrid systems, i.e., systems
that are composed by discrete and continuous states.
A hybrid automaton H can be generally described by
a tuple:

task, where the robots search the area independently
looking for objects, and a tightly coupled task, in
which the robots must maiiipulate objects in COOPeration. This task is similar to the cooperative search
and rescue proposed in [GI with the basic difference
that more than one object must be transported to
complete this task. Another similar task is tlie object
sorting described in [8], where groups of robots must
transport several objects between different locations
in a bounded area.
This work is organized as follows. The next section
presents the dynamic role assignment mechanism using a hybrid systems framework. Section 3 describes
the cooperative transportation task used to demonstrate the role assignment mechanism. In Section 4,
the experimental results-are shown and Section 5 gives
a summary and directions for future work.

H

Role

2.1

Before describing the role assignment mechanism,
it is necessary to define what is a role in a cooperative
task. Webster’s Dictionary1 defines Role as: (a) a
function or part performed especially an a particular
operatzon or process and (b) a soczally expected behavaor pattern usually determined b y an indzvidual’s status in a partzcular soczety. We consider that a role is a
function that one or more robots performs during the
execution of a cooperative task. Each robot will be
performing a role while certain internal and external
conditions are satisfied, and will assume another role
otherwise. Thus. a role depends on the internal robot
state and on information about the environment and
other robots, and defines the set of controllers that
will lie controlling tlie robot in that moment.
In [ll],a role is defined as the specification of an
agent’s internal and external behaviors. A formation
is a set of roles, decomposing the task space. Each
agent knows the current formation and keeps mappings from teammates to roles in the current forination. Our definition of role is similar, the main difference being that we do not have the concept of formation and we use a more formal model to describe roles
and role assignments. as it will be further esplained
in the nest sections. As mentioned before, each role
defines a robot controller and the role assignment allows tlie robots to change their behaviors dynamically
during the task execution.

2.2

{ Q ,X , E , f,Iiati, G, In,it,R } ,

where Q is the set of discrete states, also called control
modes and X represents the continuous states (variables). Discrete transition:; between control modes are
specified by the control switches E , while the continuous dynamics of the variables are determined by the
flows f, generally described as differential equations
inside each control mode. [nvariants ( I ? w )and guards
(G) are predicates related to the control modes and
control switches respectively. The system can stay in
a certain control mode wliile its invariant is satisfied,
and can take a control switch when its guard (jump
condition) is satisfied. The initial states of the system
are given by I n i t , and each control switch can also
have a reset statement R associated, to change the
value of some variable during a discrete transition.
Using a hybrid automaton and representing roles
as control modes, we are able to better describe the
robots during a cooperative task. The internal states
and sensory information can be specified by continuous variables, and updated according to the dynamic
equations within each mode. The role assignment is
represented by the discrete transitions. The invariants and guards definr when each robot will assume
a new role. Cooperati1 e execution can be represented
by a parallel composition ,of several automata. one for
each robot. Using communication the robots are able
to synchronize their automata and execute the cooperative task.

Dynamic Role Assignment

2

=

2.3

Role Assignment

The role assignment mechanism allows multi-robot
coordination in the execution of cooperative tasks.
As mentioned before, dynamically assigning and exchanging roles, the robots are able to perform the task
more efficiently, adapting t o unexpected events in the
environment and improving their individual performance in benefit of the team.
Basically, there are three types of role assignineiit
(Figure 1):
0

Allocation: tlie robot assumes a new role after
finishing its execution in another role;

0

Reallocation: the robot interrupts the performance of one role and starts or continues the performance of another role:

Hybrid Systems

Nore formally. a role can be described as a control
mode in a hybrid automaton. A hybrid automaton is
lit t p:\\\vww.webst er.com
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Exchange: two robots synchronize theniselves
and exchange the roles, each one assuming tlie
role of the other;

Allocation
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Reallocation
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Cooperative Transportation

In this paper, w-e demonstrate the use of the dynamic role assignment niechanisin in a cooperative
transportation task. The cooperative transportation
can be stated as follows: a group of 1 ) robots must
find in objects that are scattered in an area and transport them to a goal location. Each object i requires
k robots (k > 1) to be transported and has a importance T-alue U. So, each object can be described by a
pair {k,21). Differently froin a common foraging task,
in which the robots can act completely independent
from each other and communication is not necessary,
this task requires tlie robots to coordinate themselves
in order to transport the objects in cooperation. Consequently, tlie cooperative transportation conibines a
completely loosely coupled task, in which tlie robots
must find the objects, with a tightly coupled task that
is the cooperative manipulation. It is important to
mention that this work focuses on tlie coordination
strategy. We do not focus on specific aspects of these
tasks such as tlie impact of coininunication in the forage task [a] or the mechanics of cooperative nianipulation [12].
In the cooperative transportation, all robots start
in the Explore mode, in which they randomly move
in the environment searching for itenis to lie transported. When a robot detects an object, it finishes its
explore role and starts tlie Attach Lead role. The
attach leader is responsible for broadcasting messages
informing the other robots about the new role available, and tlie number of volunteers that are necessary.
All robots that receive this message coinpare tlie new
role utility p,f with their current utility p, and send
a message back to the attach leader if they want t o
volunteer for the new role. This worlcs as a bidding
process, where volunteers with tlie higher utility values are recruited by the attach leader. These robots
reallocate to tlie Approach role and start moving
towards the object. TVhen tlie object is within tlie
robot’s sensor range, it assumes the A t t a c h role.
When the number of robots necessary to carry tlie
object is sufficient, they assume the Trailsport role
and move the object to the goal.
TT’hen a robot assumes tlie approach or attach roles.
it makes a commitment to the attach leader. Tlie
attach leader keeps broadcasting messages in a fixed
rate offering tlie role until the number of committed
robots is sufficient to transport tlie object. If a coiiiiiiitted robot reallocates to another role, it niust send
a message to the leader resigning its current role.
In each one of these roles, robots may be controlled
by different continuous equations. For example, in
tlie explore mode they move randomly while in tlie
approach and attach modes they use a potential field

.
Exchange

B

Figure 1: Types of role assignment.
An important point is to define when a robot should
change its role. Tlie allocation is simple: the robot detects that it has finished its role and assumes another
available role according to its hybrid automaton. In
the reallocation process, the robots should know when
to give up the current role and assume other. A possible way to do that is to use a function that measures
the utility of performing a given role. A robot performing a role T has a utility given by p.,. When a
new role T’ is available, tlie robot computes the utility
of executing tlie new role p,!. If the difference between
the utilities is greater than a threshold 7 (p+ -p., > T )
tlie robot changes its role. Function p can be computed based on local and global information and may
be different for distinct roles. Also, tlie d u e 7 must
be chosen such that tlie possible overhead of changing
roles will be compensated by a substantial gain on
the utility and consequently a better overall performance. Tlie other type of role assignment is the role
exchange, in which tlie robots agree in changing their
roles and must syiichronize the process. An exainple
is the leadersliip escliange mechanism presented in [4].

,
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ative transportation, for example minimize esecution
time or maximize the value in a shorter time. different
utility functions can be implemented. In tlie experiments presented in this paper we use a simple function
in order to test the execution of tlie role assignment
mechanism. We do not intend to compare different
functions, analyze performance in details or search for
optimal results. Instead, we just want to provide a
simple test bed for our role assignment mechanism.
The selection of optimal utility functions for tlie role
assignment (and for task allocation in general) is a
difficult problem in itself and is out of tlie scope of
this paper.

like controller in order to approach the objects. Also,
other continuous and discrete variables iiiay be stored
within each mode and updated during the execution
of tlie task. The use of hybrid systems allows the
formalization of these discrete and contiiiuous iterations, being a suitable tool for modeling the cooperative robots. Figure 2 shows the hybrid automaton
for tlie robots executing the cooperative transportation. For clarity, only the control modes (roles) and
discrete transitions (role assignments) are presented.
The solid arrows represent the role allocation and the
dashed arrows represent the reallocation, in which tlie
robots interrupt the performance of one role to assume
another. There are four role reallocations in this diagram: the first one is when an explorer volunteers and
is recruited to approach an object, as explained before.
The same thing can happen when the robot is already
in the attach mode and an approach role with better
utility is offered. The other two reallocations happen
from/to the attach lead mode: an attach leader can
reallocate itself to an approach role with higher utility
if its object has 110 other attachers. In this case. tlie
robot stores its position in local memory in order to
possibly return to this object after finishing the new
role. Also, a robot that is approaching can become an
attach leader if it finds a new object and the utility of
the new role is higher than its current utility. Another
kind of reallocation is when a robot approaching an
object i reallocates to approach a different object j.
In this case, the robot will be performing the same
role but with different parameters.

4 Experiments
The dynamic role assignment in a cooperative
transportation task was implemented and tested using a simulator that we have developed for cooperative robotics. R4uRoS2 is a multi-robot simulator
that can be used for simulating various types of tasks,
ranging from loosely coupled to tightly coupled cooperative tasks. Implemented using object orientation
in the hlS Tl'indows environment, MuRoS has a very
friendly user interface and can be easily extended with
the development of new inherited classes defining new
robots. controllers and sensors. Used alone or in conjunction with implementations in real platforms, the
simulator has allowed the study of different aspects of
cooperative robotics in several application domains.
Figure 3 shows a snapshot of tlie simulator during
the execution of tlie cooperative transportation task.
In this figure, the goal is represented by a square area
marked with an x and the objects are represented by
the five circles with numbers ( a pair {k.v}) inside.
Two of them (inside the goal region) have already been
transported. The small circles are the robots and the
dashed circles represent the boundary of their sensing area. Tlie robot color represents its current role:
two white robots, one at the bottom riglit and the
other a t the top left of the screen, are in the explore
mode. Three black robots a t the center of tlie screen
are transporting tlie object marked with the numbers
(3,l) t o the goal. At the bottom left, there is the attach leader (light gray) and two gray robots attaching
tlie object (5,l). The other two robots (dark gray) are
approaching the same object.

Figure 2: Control modes (roles) and discrete transitions (role assignments) for the cooperative task.

4.1 Results
The cooperative transportation was executed with
20 holonomic robots and 30 objects randomly distributed in tlie eiivironnient. The value (71) and tlie
number of robots ( k ) necessary to transport each object were also generated randomly, with U = (1,.. . , 5 }

The choice of a suitable function to measure the
role utilities is an important aspect of the task. Tlie
esecution of the role assignment mechanism and consequently the perforinance of the task n-ill vary according to the function chosen to measure tlie role
utilities. Depending on tlie objective of the cooper-
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was expected because the number of role reallocations
decreases as T increases. With few reallocations, the
robots act more independently as they do not accept
new role offers. In this situation, the work force is divided and the time t o gather the robots to transport
objects increases. The extreme case of this division
causes deadlocks. A deadlock occurs when each robot
is performing the attach role onto a specific object,
but the number of robots attached is not sufficient
to transport the objects. In this case, the robots keep
waiting indefinitely and do not complete the task. Figure 5 shows the number of deadlocks for each value of
T . In these experiments, more than 50% of tlie runs
with large values of T results in deadlocks.

and k = (2,. . . ,5}. We consider that the robots know
their position on the environment and the explicit
communication is error-free.
The utility function p used in the experiments presented here is defined as follows: robots performing
the explore role have a very low utility (0) while robots
transporting an object have the higher utility ( 0 0 ) .
For the other roles, we have defined an utility function that balances the value of the object (U)with
the number of robots being waited to start the transportation (ku,)and a function of the distance to the
object (f(d)). Thus, the utility of performing a role T
is given by:
0,

T

= Explore,

70

00.

r = Transport,

k,,
+ &,

€3

otherurise.

U2

2

Figure 4: Completion time varying the threshold T.

Figure 3: Snapshot of the simulator during the execution of the cooperative transportation task.
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Using this heuristic function, each robot tries t o maximize the value recovered in a short time but also gives
priority to objects that need few robots to be transported and are near tlie robot's current position. Note
that robots in the Transport mode will never be reallocated while robots perforniing tlie Explore role have
a great probability of being reallocated, depending on
the threshold. For example, for a threshold T = 0 the
robots in the Explore mode will always be reallocated.
The experiments were performed using this function
and varying the threshold T. As explained before, a
robot performing a role r reallocates to another role
r' when pr' - p r > T. Firstly, the average time to
complete the task was measured. For each value of
T , 100 runs were performed and the average time was
computed. The results are shown in Figure 4.
The graph shows that tlie completion time starts
to increase for values of T greater than 2. This result

/a

* 30
20

10

0

Figure 5: Number of deadloclcs (in 100 runs) for different 1-aluesof T .
Another observed result is that the use of the dynamic role assignment with the utility function explained above helps masiniizing the total value transported in the beginning of the execution. The graph
of Figure 6 shows the percentage of the total value
recovered as a function of tlie esecution time for dif-
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Observing the results, it can be seen that the dynainic role assignment allows the successful execution
of the cooperative transportation task. Choosing a
suitable utility function and adequate threshold values, it is possible to have a good performance in terms
of time and other nietrics while avoiding deadlocks
that would prevent the task completion.

5

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a new methodology for
coordinating multiple robots in the execution of cooperative tasks. Each robot performs a set of roles that
define its actions during the cooperation. Dynainically assuming and changing roles, the multi-robot
team is able to complete cooperative tasks successfully. A hybrid systems framework was used to model
the dynamic role assigiiineiit, trying to provide a hetter and more formal way to represent the cooperative system. The methodology was tested in a cooperative transportation task and simulation results
showed that tlie dynamic role assignment helps preventing deadlocks and allows tlie robots to perforin
the task successfully and efficiently.
Our future work is directed towards esperinientiiig
this methodology with other cooperative tasks both in
simulated and real environments. We also intend to
refine the description of the dynamic role assignment
under a hybrid systems framework in order to provide
a more formal approach to describe the execution of
cooperative tasks by multi-robot teams.
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